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GOOD FOOD MADE SIMPLE 
Healthy recipes to eat well and feel incredible

LEAH ITSINES

No restriction or calorie counting, just wildly delicious 
recipes and simple ways to organise yourself to cook and 

eat well, by the cofounder of the BARE Guides.

Leah Itsines comes from a big Greek family where food is 
always at the forefront of every gathering. But it's no secret 

she also lives and breathes healthy eating and a lifestyle 
that supports wellbeing. How do you combine a love of 

food with a healthy lifestyle? You make Good Food Made 
Simple.

If you don't feel confident in the kitchen, or you've had a 
'bad' relationship with food, this is the book to ease you 
back to balanced and realistic eating that is satisfying 

and fun. Begin with meal prep hacks and money-saving 
tips to get organised, then move through over 100 killer 

recipes from The Lighter Side, Easy & Delicious, to Itsines 
Family Favourites and—for those special moments—The 

Entertainer.

Good Food Made Simple is your gateway to getting 
comfortable in the kitchen, being kind to your body and 

having some flavourful fun.

Leah Itsines is the creative cook and co-founder of BARE 
Guides and the bestselling author of The Nourishing Cook.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MURDOCH BOOKS     9781922616081    $36.99      PB      COOKERY   
NZ$42.99

MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922616081      
$36.99 • PB •  • COOKERY  



MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351425      
$32.99 • PB •  • SELF-HELP    

THE C WORD (CONFIDENCE) 
Make friends with fear and build confidence from the 

ground up
MEL SCHILLING

Confidence is a skillset, not something you are born 
with. Learn how to build confidence in every aspect 

of your life by resident confidence coach of smash hit 
series Married at First Sight Australia and UK.

If you think you weren't born with confidence, it's 
time for a reframe. Step beyond imposter syndrome, 
a crisis of self-belief or a deficit of bravery with this 

empowering and practical guide to making friends with 
your fear and building the skills of confidence in every 

aspect of your life.

Human behaviour and performance specialist Mel 
Schilling walks you step by step through taking control 

of your relationships, career and life, demonstrating 
that confidence, resilience and self-esteem are skillsets 

to be learned and are essential to helping you thrive. 

Building on the work she does to coach celebrities, 
world leaders and game changers, now anyone can 

learn the tools and skills to expand their comfort zone, 
take calculated risks and develop emotional bravery.

So if you're ready to move from barely functioning to 
absolutely flourishing, it's time to embrace The C Word.

Melanie Schilling is an Australian specialist in human 
behaviour and performance and one of the relationship 
experts on Married At First Sight (#MAFS) in Australia 

and the UK.

MURDOCH BOOKS     9781922351425       $32.99        PB      SELF-HELP      
NZ$36.99



DIFFERENT, NOT LESS 
A neurodivergent's guide to embracing your true self and 

finding your happily ever after
CHLOÉ HAYDEN

An empowering lived-experience guide to celebrating and 
supporting neurodivergence from 24-year-old actor, social 

media star and advocate Chloé Hayden.

Growing up, Chloé Hayden felt like she'd crash-landed on 
an alien planet where nothing made sense. Eye contact? 
Small talk? And WHY are you people so touch oriented? 

She moved between ten schools in eight years, struggling 
to become a person she believed society would accept, 
and was eventually diagnosed with autism and ADHD. 
It was only after a life-changing group of allies showed 
her that different did not mean less that she learned to 
celebrate her true voice and find her happily ever after. 

Different, Not Less is a moving, at times funny story of 
how it feels to be neurodivergent as well as a practical 
guide, with insights on how autism and ADHD present 
differently in females, advice for living with meltdowns 

and shutdowns, tips for finding supportive relationships, 
communities and workplaces and much more. 

Whether you're neurodivergent or supporting those who 
are, Different, Not Less will inspire you to create a more 
inclusive world where everyone feels like they belong.

Chloé Hayden is an award-winning actor and disability 
advocate, motivational speaker and social media 

influencer. She is currently appearing in Heartbreak High, 
the Netflix remake of the iconic Australian series. 
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SALAMATI 
Hamed's Persian kitchen; recipes and stories from Iran to 

the other side of the world
HAMED ALLAHYARI WITH DANI VALENT

A heartwarming story of resilience, homesickness and 
good Persian cooking in 70 glorious recipes.

Hamed Allahyari cooks to connect—for that joyful moment 
you can say salamati (Persian for 'health' and 'cheers') 
around the table. A restaurateur in Iran, it was natural 

for Hamed to gravitate to food after a long and perilous 
journey to settlement in Melbourne. He road-tested 

his dishes at hundreds of cooking classes, eventually 
launching his heartfelt cafe and SalamaTea restaurant. 
With every swipe of warm pita through herbed dadami 

dip, every bite of braised lamb with dried lime and saffron 
rice, every sip of homemade sour cherry tea, Hamed shines 

a light on his past in his native Tehran and continues to 
build an optimistic Australian future.

This book is a gateway to Persian culinary culture, with 
recipes that are simple, celebratory and appealing, flexible 

and full of flavour. Wherever you live and whatever your 
background, you are invited to join the feast.

Hamed Allahyari was born in Iran and arrived in Australia 
as a refugee in 2012. Along with his Melbourne restaurant 
SalamaTea, he has also brought his flair and talent to the 

Asylum Seeker Resource Centre and the Free to Feed 
cooking school. Dani Valent is a freelance journalist, 

restaurant critic and award-winning cookbook author.

 
 

MURDOCH BOOKS     9781922616258    $45.00      HB      CUISINE      
NZ$50.00

 



ADVENTUROUS SOUL 
Empowering words of wisdom & stories 
from women who get outside
KIKI ELY

Find strength and motivation for your 
next outdoor journey with this beautiful 
book of inspiring quotes, stories and 
photography of women who indulged 
in the freedom of being adventurous. 
Adventurous Soul is for all outdoor 
enthusiasts, empowering you to get out 
and explore the world you haven't yet. 
It’s the perfect gift for anyone looking to 
unplug and forge a more vital, meaningful 
connection to the natural world to live a 
better, more fulfilling life. 

Rock Point Gift & Stationery    9781631068423      
$35.00      HB      Self-help       NZ$39.99

MEDITERRANEAN SMALL 
PLATES 
Platters and spreads from the world's 
healthiest cuisine
CLIFFORD WRIGHT

The Mediterranean region shares 
a love of bold flavour and fresh 
ingredients, and small-plate dining 
is a Mediterranean tradition that's 
become popular throughout the 
world. In Mediterranean Small Plates, 
Mediterranean food expert Clifford 
Wright presents a mouth-watering 
collection of recipes and presentation 
ideas for tapas, appetizers, mezze, 
antipasti, charcuterie and other small 
plates. It’s perfect for sharing these 
healthy foods with family and friends. 

HARVARD COMMON PRESS     
9780760375204      $39.99      HB       

COOKERY      NZ$45.00

MOON SPELLS 
An enchanting spell book of magic & 
rituals
AURORA KANE

Moon Spells is a pocket-size volume of 
charms, rituals and spells that harness 
the power of the moon throughout its 
phases. Small yet mighty, it contains 
spells for healing, luck, friendship, 
empowerment and more—all compiled 
by practicing witch and herbalist, Aurora 
Kane. Moon Spells will help you step 
into your power and is the perfect guide 
for lunar rituals that heal, empower and 
allow you to grow. 

WELLFLEET   9781577153139     $19.99     HB     
WICCA     NZ$22.99
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FRANCES LINCOLN (ADULT)   •  9780711269200 
$39.99 • HB •  • ART

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY  •  9781631068706 
$39.99 • HB •  • CRAFT

WHITE LION PUBLISHING  • 9780711265462  
$24.99 • PB •  • PHOTOGRAPHY

SMART PHOTOS 
52 ideas to take your smartphone 
photography to the next level
JO BRADFORD

Most of us have a smartphone camera 
but very few of us know how to really 
make the most of it. Here, photography 
expert and bestselling author Jo 
Bradford supplies a collection of 50 
projects with practical exercises and 
ideas that will allow you to master the 
features on your smartphone camera to 
take incredible images—and help you to 
easily reconnect with your creative side. 
Smartphone photography is addictive 
with a tangible feel-good factor; it's time 
to embrace it and capture the moments 
that matter to you in all their glory.

WHITE LION PUBLISHING     9780711265462      
$24.99     PB     PHOTOGRAPHY      NZ$27.99

THE ART OF DARKNESS 
A treasury of the morbid, melancholic 
and macabre
S. ELIZABETH

The Art of Darkness is a visually rich 
sourcebook featuring eclectic artworks 
across the centuries which have been 
inspired and informed by the morbid, 
melancholic and macabre. Throughout 
history, artists have been obsessed with 
darkness—creating works that haunt 
and horrify, mesmerise and delight, and 
play on our innermost fears. Exploring 
and examining the artworks with 
thoughtful and evocative text, writer and 
curator S. Elizabeth offers insight into 
each artist's influences and inspirations, 
asking what comfort can be found in 
facing our demons?

FRANCES LINCOLN (ADULT)     
9780711269200      $39.99     HB      ART       

NZ$45.00

THE POWER OF FLOWERS 
Turning pieces of Mother Nature into 
transformative works of art
VICKI RAWLINS

A charming exploration of imagination 
and possibility, The Power of Flowers 
shows you how to get creative with 
nature through guided arts and crafts 
projects to create your own natural and 
recyclable gift or decorative piece. With 
her uniquely imaginative artistic vision, 
artist Vicki Rawlins of Sister Golden 
shares her process, her sustainable 
approach to art, and anecdotes about 
what inspires her to create. Let yourself 
get lost in the natural world and its 
gifts as your medium—the process is 
therapeutic, and the possibilities are 
endless! 
 
 

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY       
9781631068706      $39.99      HB    CRAFT   

NZ$45.00



THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO 
LIVING BY THE MOON 
STEPHANIE GAILING

Learn how to chart and utilise the 
phases of the moon and its mystic 
energy to seek out the life you truly want 
with moon mapping. The Complete 
Guide to Living by the Moon has 
everything you need to determine 
exactly what each phase means in 
relation to your relationships, career and 
more. It will teach you how to plan your 
life goals—emotional, professional and 
spiritual—by harnessing the energy of 
the moon to improve and understand all 
aspects of your life.

Rock Point Gift & Stationery    9781631068423      
$35.00      HB      Self-help       NZ$39.99

WHO I AM
MELANIE CHISHOLM

For the first time ever, Melanie C, aka 
Sporty Spice, tells her amazing life story 
in her own words and gives a full and 
honest account of what life was really 
like in The Spice Girls. She has been 
known by many names, but what you will 
read within the pages of this book is who 
she truly is, and how she found peace 
with that after all these years. Filled with 
enlightening and lively reminiscences, 
revisiting both Mel’s darkest times and 
her highest peaks, Who I Am will inspire, 
empower and entertain.

 

HARVARD COMMON PRESS     
9780760375204      $39.99      HB       

COOKERY      NZ$45.00

LITTLE BOOK OF PARIS 
STYLE 
The fashion story of the iconic city
ALOIS GUINU

Paris has always been the home of 
high fashion. From the iconic luxury of 
Chanel, Dior and Saint Laurent to the 
effortless sophistication of the typical 
Parisian, the city's look is replicated the 
world over. Following the evolution of 
a uniquely elegant capital—describing 
both the moments of ingenuity and 
enduring looks and icons that embody 
the city of light—this illustrated book is a 
guide to embracing Parisian fashion and 
the Parisian spirit itself.

WELLFLEET   9781577153139     $19.99     HB     
WICCA     NZ$22.99

WELLFLEET  • 9781631068454  
$35.00 • PB •  • ASTROLOGY  

WELBECK  • 9781802793369  
$29.99 • PB •  • AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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WELBECK • 9781802792614 
$24.99 • HB •  • FASHION 
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 indicates an ebook edition of this book will be 

available from ebook retailers upon publication.
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